THIS IS IR 6 849 0557 79  
THIS IS AN INFO REPORT, NOT FINALLY EVALUATED INTEL

1. (U) COUNTRY: ISRAEL
2. (U) REPORT NUMBER: 6 849 0557 79
3. (U) TITLE: LTC AVI SELLA, IAF - BIO REPORT (U)
4. (U) PROJECT NUMBER: 48
5. (U) DATE OF INFO: 7910
6. (U) DATE OF REPORT: 791010

16. (U) SUMMARY: THE FOLLOWING BIO DATA IS forwarded
A. (U) PRESENT POSITION: STUDENT TEL AVIV UNIVERSITY.

B. (U) PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: 182,5CM, 65KG, BROWN HAIR AND EYES, THINNING HAIR, BORN 1946 IN HAIFA, ISRAEL. RIGHT HANDED, SMOKES CIGARETTES, DRINKS ON SOCIAL OCCASIONS AND SEEMS TO ENJOY IT. AVID SCUBA DIVER, TENNIS PLAYER, EXCELLENT ENGLISH, NATIVE HEBREW.


THE REPLACEMENT FOR BEN-ELIAHYU IS AN OPEN RACE. THE THREE MOST MENTIONED NAMES ARE: COLONEL AVI SELA CO-OF 201 FBS (F-4) AT HATZOR AND LIEUTENANT...